SOLAR FIRE v9
A full range of Astrology Features &
Techniques for Beginners, Students &
Professional Astrologers.
“The thing that I love most about Solar
Fire is how easy it is to use. We have
worked really hard to ensure that Solar
Fire is simple for both beginners and
computer experts. You’d be surprised
how much time, expertise and testing
this takes. It is like watching someone
figure-skating and thinking that it looks
easy, only to discover that it is not!
We are so pleased when hundreds of
customers tell us how easy it is to use
our program.”
Stephanie Johnson, Co-author
“Solar Fire has long been an incredible
astrology program in Windows. New
virtualization software (VMWare,
Parallels and Boot Camp) now makes
it as easy to use on an Intel-based
Mac. Those who want to switch from a
PC to a Mac don’t have to leave their
favourite astrology software behind.”
Jeff Jawer, US Astrologer

Solar Fire is the world’s leading astrology
software for Windows. We were first on
the market for Windows and have gained
years of experience that we are ready to
share with you. With the new Windows/
Mac interacting software you can also
use Solar Fire on the latest Macs. We are
reliable and yet versatile!

places the skills and calculations at your
fingertips.

Orders placed through us receive our
personalized email assistance and advice.
We offer fast delivery. We understand
that once you have placed your order then
you are eager to explore your software.

We guarantee that our easy-to-install
software will work on your computer.
Astrology is fun and opens up a whole
new world. Our team of experts is ready to
make your software experience fun, too.
In fact our technical support team enjoys
solving problems. They so rarely occur!
Our team of award-winning experts has
developed our software. We don’t just
sell software, we all love astrology and
want to share our enthusiasm with you.
We also offer on-line tutelage by an
award-winning astrologer. Just hook up
to the internet and learn more!

Our international team of expert
astrologers and software developers is all
set to answer your questions, and ensure
that your astrology needs are met. We
regularly attend astrology conferences
and keep up to date with your astrology
needs. If you have the knowledge then
we have the know-how and software that

Our software is the leader in accuracy and
dynamic software solutions. Download
our progressive patches for the most
up-to-date software. Our software
evolves with your needs.

Australia’s own award winning software
By the way, I love the new
gardening background
graphics. I like the lettuce
best. Makes me feel like
I’m in a garden – my own
little lettuce patch! :-)
Wendy Guy, Professional
Astrologer

      ABN 64 003 895 396
PO Box 157 Stepney SA 5069
Ph: (08) 8362 6108
Email: admin@esotech.com.au
Website: www.esotech.com.au
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Why the loyal following? It all begins
at Solar Fire’s main screen, which makes
the most of Windows visual and easyto-use environment. Immediately you
feel a certain calm and order, a restful
respite from information overload. And
yet, somehow, it’s all here. You can
immediately see the current state of
the program, what charts and options
are currently selected and every one of
the huge array of program functions is
accessible from this deceptively simple
main screen’s menu bar. How did such
awesome power get packed into so
simple and easy an interface? The secret
is consistency, and thoughtful, careful
planning.

The deeper you look,
the more you find gold.

The planet or electional search. You
can search through your chart files one
at a time to discover charts with similar
features. You can look for planets in
the same signs, house, aspects and/or
position. The powerful time search
capability enables you to use a wide
range of astrological criteria and chart
data criteria. Solar Fire makes it all so
easy and the results are fascinating.

Wheels, plain and fancy. Solar Fire lets
you change the appearance of the charts.
You can assign any colour that your
computer screen offers to each individual
planet, sign and aspect type. You can
pick unusual fonts for the birth data and
‘Compliments of’ text. And you can pick
The data files that Solar Fire uses from an exciting new array of wheels,
are simple, straightforward and, most from maximally readable to maximally
important, similar to each other. This colourful and exotic.
means that once you learn how to select
an aspect set, for example, selecting any In case none of these wheels suit you,
of the myriad of other options is pretty Solar Fire has a unique, innovative
Wheel Designer that lets you easily
obvious.
design your own. Let’s face it: most
Entering the place, zone, latitude and of us don’t need 200 wheels, we just
longitude also couldn’t be simpler, need a few that we like. Using the
because Solar Fire comes with the built-in Wheel Designer, you can have the fun of
ACS International Atlas. Just type in the
data and place and the latitude, longitude
and time zone are automatically looked
up for you.
Once saved, a chart is simple to find,
because of a number of thoughtful
touches. You can group charts into any
number of files – files for you, your
family, your first-time clients, your
ongoing clients, your research projects
or books. In addition to the file name,
you can write an 80-character description
of what’s in the file; this appears on the
screen to jog your memory each time
the file is selected. Even though a file
can contain over a thousand charts, you
can locate a chart quickly by typing the
first few letters of the name, or resorting
the file into various alphabetical orders,
by date of birth, or by when the chart
was added to the file. And if you don’t
remember which file a chart is in, no
problem – Solar Fire will look for the
chart in all your files at once. Files are
easily reorganized by moving, copying,
deleting and editing charts. Plus, for
every chart you store, you can keep
unlimited comments that you can read
and edit whenever the chart is selected.

suggest: re-sorting

changing the size and number of circles
and charts on each wheel, the line style,
cusp style, placement size and type style
and dozens of other attributes, and really
create the wheel of your dreams. The
neatest thing about it is that you can see
the changes take place as you make them.
No waiting and no unpleasant surprises!
You can also choose from an array of
page designs to suit your needs. Take
your pick from a range of highquality
page layouts or design your own page
complete with unique wheels, reports
and even your own logo. You can find
a page to suit your needs whether you
are a horary, medieval, psychological
or esoteric astrologer! Astrological
publishing has never been this easy. Also
note our lovely chart art displays.

There is truly something for
every astrologer in Solar Fire!
Predictive astrologers can make sense
of mountains of timed hits, thanks
to Solar Fire’s Time Map graphs,
graphic ephemeris and its great sorting
capabilities. Besides sorting timed hits
in the usual chronological order, you can
sort with the slowest-moving transits
first. Or, try grouping natal points to see
how each is affected by transits during
the period. Or, put exact and leaving hits
upfront with the entering hit to see the
whole course of each transit as it starts.
Or, sort transits, progressions, directions,
ingresses, stations and eclipses into
separate sections. Dynamic lists have
the same advanced options (tertiaries,
minors, quotidians, Bija correction,
etc.) as individual charts, and there’s a
full selection of return charts, including
precession-corrected and converse. Also
note our calendar.

calculations from a simple Essential
Dignities score to a more complicated
Chart Almuten. Traditional astrologers
will also enjoy the Arabic Parts Editor
which lets you add any A+B-C factors
with accompanying keywords. Factors
can be planets, house cusps, rulers,
dispositors, other parts, the prenatal
lunation or any specified degree in the
zodiac. Likewise, the Fixed Star Editor
lets you add traditional star meanings to
those already in the program. Needless to
say, there’s also a horary page with full
Lilly-style dignities, almutens of houses,
planetary hours, and the day or night Part
of Fortune.

You can also explore the world of
Primary Directions with Ptolemy’s
method. All of these methods in the one
program make Solar Fire very enticing
forone
the medieval astrologer.
BEAUTY handn't found this
Relationship counsellors will be
fascinated by what the multi-person Esoteric astrologers can work with
composite charts (of up to 15 people) and esoteric and hierarchical rulerships,
four-chart dials reveal about groups. A ray interpretations, and the esoterically
synastry grid with orbs lets you quickly important planet Vulcan. You can also
spot the issues. Or you can make a enjoy a range of esoteric planets.
synastry interpretations report.
Students of prenatal charts can use 18
Students of astronomical cycles will kinds of prenatal chart, including Bailey
like the ingress, lunar-phase, rise/set, and Jayne-type charts for conception and
and return charts. Returns can be for any quickening.
planet or asteroid, or to any specified point
in the zodiac, and you can do a whole Heliocentric, sidereal and draconic
string of returns automatically from one astrologers can use these options in
input. You can also find ingresses and virtually any chart, and can display charts
eclipses in the dynamic search option, in the different frameworks on the same
and can create custom ephemeris pages multi-wheel.
for any period in history.
Traditional astrologers will enjoy the
unique dignities editor in Solar Fire
which enables you to explore the world of
medieval astrology with a unique almuten
and dignity editor. You can set the editor
and produce your own set of ancient
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Cosmobiologists and Uranians will
love the Cosmobiology dials in Solar
Fire complete with pointers, as well as
the ability to do transits to midpoints and
watch the mid-points transiting. You can
also do midpoint sorts, lists and trees in
any modulus, and can include the Aries
Point along with Uranian planets. You
can also adapt the Arabic Parts Editor to
do Uranian A+B-C pictures.
Writers and editors can easily send both
graphics and text to word processing and
DTP programs.
Wheels and aspectarians come out
beautifully sharp as Windows Metafiles,
and keep their clarity at any size. Listings
and interpretations come out as text,
which you can edit and format just
like any other text. These include natal
charts, transits, progressions, firdaria
and synastry reports. Professionals can
send some or all of the 20-odd pages
of interpretations on each chart to a
word processor as a starting-point for
an individualized written interpretation.
They can also rewrite the text database
itself. Novices will find the pointand-click and hit list interpretations a
delightful way to learn. You can also
link directly to the illustrated range of
purpose-built Solar Writer report writers
(as well as other professional astrology
tools).

Computer Requirements
Software Requirements:
•
Windows XP or later
Hardware Requirements:
•
PC or compatible computer with
Pentium processor (or equivalent)
•
CD or DVD drive
•
RAM depends on which version
of Windows you have:
- Windows XP: 128MB of RAM
  minimum, 256MB of RAM
  recommended.
- Windows Vista/7/8 - 512MB
  RAM minimum, 1GB of RAM
  recommended
•
About 200MB of free disk space
for a full installation
•
Display with 800x600 pixels
minimum, 1024x768 or better is
recommended
•
Internet access is recommended
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SOLAR RETURNS INTERPRETATIONS
Solar Fire v9 now includes a brief interpretations
report for Solar Returns. This report written by
Stephanie Johnson evaluates and interprets the
major themes for the forthcoming birthday
year. It includes the Planets in the Houses and
Signs. For a more comprehensive illustrated
report you can also see the Solar Writer – Solar
Returns interpretations software.
CHART FILE MERGING Solar Fire now
provides a way for users to merge your chart
files. This is especially useful if you’ve been
working on multiple computers. You may find
that you’ve added some charts on one machine
and added others on the other, and want to
bring them back into a single file you can use
on both machines.
LUNAR GARDENING Solar Fire’s Calendar
has been revised to include Gardening
recommendations based on the phases and
signs of the Moon. This information is placed
in the top center of each calendar day, in green
text. This feature is turned on in Calendar
Settings, with the “Show Gardening Times”
checkbox.
The gardening advice provided is based on the
following principles:
•	The actual days of the New Moon and Full
Moon are considered poor days for any
gardening activity, and more appropriate for
ceremony.
•	The Third Quarter phase of the moon (from
third quarter to full) is considered poor for
planting, but good for garden maintenance
such as weeding or harvesting.
•	The other phases of the moon are good for
planting and transplanting, and the type of
planting that’s most suitable is based on the
sign the moon is in. Water signs are good for
leafy vegetables, Earth signs for root crops,
Air signs for flowers, and Fire signs for
vegetables or fruits with internal seeds. (This
is in line with Rudolf Steiner’s approach
to Biodynamic agriculture.) Note that the
advice is provided based on the position of
the moon at noon; please observe the actual
time of ingress of the moon from one sign to
the next for more specific planting timing.
ZODIACAL RELEASING Those who love
Hellenistic Astrology will be delighted with
the addition of the ability to calculate Zodiacal
Releasing, an ancient timing technique that
is derived from the work of the 2nd century
astrologer Vettius Valens. Thanks to Astrologer
Chris Brennan Solar Fire now calculates this
important Time Lord system.

prefer 'remember'

PRIMARY DIRECTIONS
• Primary Mundane / Primary Zodiacal options
•	Placidus or Regiomontanus methods for
computing directions
• New rate keys
• Classical or Modern definitions of Converse
Expert astrologers can now enjoy our revised
and expanded the range of Primary Directions
reports available through the Dynamic Reports

New Features that attract
& amaze

feature. Solar Fire now has “Primary Zodiacal”
directions as well as revamped “Primary
Mundane”. Previously, Solar Fire computed
Primary Directions according to the semi-arc
technique promoted by Placidus. Solar Fire
now allows you to choose between Placidus’
semi-arc projections and Regiomontanus’
preferred projections based on hour circles
to determine mundane position. You may
also noticed that Solar Fire now computes
Primary Directions to Radix much faster and
enables several more “rate keys” available
in the Preferences / Settings / “Progs/Dirns”
tab including Cardan’s key (59 degrees 12
minutes), Placidus’ key (based on the true
solar arc in Right Ascension), Solar Birthday
Longitude (similar to Kepler’s key, but
longitude instead of right ascension), Userdetermined rate. Solar Fire has also added
an option for the Classical Converse or the
Modern Converse methods.
FINANCIAL DATA IMPORT Financial
astrologers now have the ability to import .csv
financial data into Solar Fire and display this
on the Graphic Ephemeris. This new feature
is activated by a new “Import Financial Data”
button in the Graphic Ephemeris Selection
screen. Clicking “Import” sets your data to be
used whenever the ephemeris is displayed. You
are then returned to the Graphic Ephemeris
Selection screen, and can click “View” to see
the ephemeris. The financial data’s scale is
shown on the left – from 33 at the 40-degree
line up to 126 at the 0-degree line. Note
nothing about this process actually requires
that the spreadsheet data be financial in nature.
Anything you can put in a spreadsheet over
time is available for this feature; some users
have mapped their weight over time, or their
children’s height.

CHARUBEL DEGREES Solar Fire now
features a new Degrees Interpretation file
for your research purposes. Charubel is
the professional name for Welsh occultist,
clairvoyant and healer John Thomas.
First published in the 1890s these degree
interpretations are extremely fatalistic. Many
of the degrees have dire interpretations and
these should be used for academic purposes
not for clients.
Our exciting enhancements are often simple
but oh so appreciated...
CHART DATA Every time we upgrade our
Solar Fire versions we add extra Chart Data
for you. This data is provided by professionals
and lives up to the high standard set by our
late colleague Lois Rodden. Version 9 sees
500 extra charts of famous people added to
our Chart Files PLUS an extra file specifically
for those of you who have an interest in Horse
Racing. We have also included a Horse Racing
Chart Data File with 100 charts of horses,
trainers, owners, jockeys etc.
ASTEROID GLYPHS
DIALS, WHEELS & PAGE STYLES Solar
Fire v9 now has dozens of new Dial styles for
single, bi, tri and quadri dials.
ACS ATLAS Each version of Solar Fire is
updated with the latest Time Zone and Place
information made available in the ACS Atlas.
Solar Fire v9 now has these latest changes.
You can also edit your ACS Atlas information
to update yourself whenever a country changes
its Time Zones.

OUR TREASURE BOX OF NEW LITTLE GEMS:
• W
 hole Sign (Part of Fortune) House System Chris Brennan, who is an expert in
Hellenistic astrology, states that “the Part of Fortune was originally used as an alternate
Ascendant, which created a set of derivative Whole Sign houses from the sign of Fortune.”
Based on his instructions, Solar Fire now includes a new house system option which
combines whole sign houses with the traditional method of turning the chart in order to
use the Part of Fortune as the Ascendant.
• G
 eocentric/Heliocentric Toggle Solar Fire Gold v9 now features a simple toggle feature
on the toolbar. You can add this feature to the toolbar and then easily toggle between
geocentric and heliocentric charts.
• Windows 8 enhancements New icons have been introduced for the New Windows 8.
• S
 olar Fire v9 now uses a new “ET Asteroid 1a” font (with exciting new glyphs for Salacia,
Galactic Center, etc), and your point files will be automatically updated as needed.
• Eclipse Search Now you can print your Eclipse Search listings.
• U
 pdated Aussie Database A new Aussie database has been supplied where a number
of entries have been added and changed by Editor Stephanie Johnson. Astrodata
researcher Sy Scholfield has also added new charts to the Australian Data Collection.
• Y
 ou can now link to our FaceBook and Twitter accounts through your Solar Fire Help
menu. Don’t forget to check out our YouTube channel for videos with helpful information
& tips.
• In the mapping section you can now save the current map as a JPG (in addition to BMP
or GIF)
• S
 olar Maps now also supports the full Solar Fire displayed point set, including Eris, Sedna,
& Selena.
• T
 hose who love Relocation Astrology are sure to like the improvement of clicking on a
point in “Relocate” mode which will automatically display the relocated chart.

